One of the key challenges of digitalization is the almost exponential growth of data that organizations need to assess, store, and use. While this data represents a potentially invaluable resource, it needs to be structured, assessed and stored securely and accessibly. Fujitsu empowers you to build future-proof, resilient data platforms that will help you face the challenges of our fast-changing world.

To build a resilient data platform, you may need to optimize some areas extensively while others merely require minor adjustments. The key to success lies in identifying which is which and basing your response on an approach that assesses and leverages the value of your data.

Fujitsu supports customers with a range of assessment services that will help you to meet desired performance requirements without overspending on IT equipment. Using our broad expertise and dedicated tools, we capture, analyze and optimize your data-driven IT landscape, checking every anomaly and every gap in your storage environment. Based on these insights, we provide comprehensive recommendations on how to optimize your entire data infrastructure – be it on-premise or in the cloud.

Data exploration with Fujitsu

The journey of digital transformation depends on how well organizations can collect, store, manage and integrate data into their enterprise operations. Fujitsu’s comprehensive suite of data-driven services are designed to identify storage gaps, mitigate risks, and improve your data infrastructures. This allows you to turn your data into money, faster and more efficiently.
Fujitsu’s Hybrid Cloud Assessment Services (HCAS) deliver a greenfield approach that allows you to connect your data with business benefits and open opportunities that you may not even have on your radar yet. Our data exploration approach involves three basic steps to make sure that your data – and your IT infrastructure – fulfil their full potential.

**3 key steps to becoming a data-driven organization**

**Step 1: Analyze**
- Analyze your existing IT landscape with Fujitsu’s affordable assessment service
- Get recommendations on how to optimize across on-premises and in-cloud solutions

**Step 2: Optimize**
- Make your IT infrastructure sustainable
- Reduce complexity
- Mix and match legacy and state-of-the-art, future-proof storage technology

**Step 3: Innovate**
- Implement a flexible, bespoke and innovative end-to-end solution that gets the most out of your data
- Leverage the power of technology and complement your storage infrastructure
- Get the capacity you need, when you need it, for as long as you need it, with our uSCALE solutions

**Your benefits**
- Better data visibility
- Optimized storage costs
- Optimized data utilization
- Risk mitigation
- Increased capacity to meet service-level agreements (SLAs)
- Chargeback for hybrid IT landscape storage technology
- Increased sustainability and resilience

“Thanks to state-of-the-art Fujitsu storage technology, we benefit from significantly higher performance, faster access times, and greater availability.”

Robert Gallinat
CEO of the operative IT service provider for GKL Marketing-Marktforschung GmbH & Co. KG

Learn more about how to gain a full overview on your IT environment and pave the way towards your data-driven future.

→ Book a CX Lab session with our experts now!